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Let G=A,, Ap+l, Ap+2, S,, or S,+I, where ~25 is a prime. It is shown that if M is an ir- 
reducible G-module of characteristic q#p, then dim H’(G, M) 5 (1 /d)dim [P, M], where d= 
INo :Pl, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. This is used to show that relation cores for these 
groups always decompose. This answers a question of Gruenberg and Roggenkamp, who had 
observed that the relation cores are indecomposable for the other alternating and symmetric 
groups. The result is also used to obtain bounds for the size of H’(A,,M) for all n. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and (*) 1 -+ R --t F+ G --t 1 be a presentation of G by a 
finitely generated free group F. Then 17 = R/[R, R] is a ZG-lattice and is called the 
relation module of G associated with the presentation. Any relation module i? can 
be decomposed as R = A BP, where P is projective and A has no nonzero projective 
summand. A is called a relation core of G. Now A is uniquely (up to local isomor- 
phism) determined by G. In particular, one is interested in whether A is indecom- 
posable. See [2] for a detailed discussion. We note that if G can be generated by 
two elements, then for any minimal presentation (*) i? itself is a relation core (cf. 
[2, Proposition 6.21). 
In [3,4], this problem was studied for various classes of groups. In particular, for 
G an alternating or symmetric group, the problem was reduced to a certain inequali- 
ty on the first cohomology group. 
In this note, we prove this inequality. More specifically, we show the following: 
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Theorem 1. LetG=A,, Ap+,, Ap+2, Sp, orSp+l wherepz5 isaprime. IfMisan 
irreducible G-module of characteristic q+p, then dim H’(G, M) 5 (l/d)dim [P, Ml, 
where d= IN,(P) : PI, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
By Theorem 1 and [4, Proposition 21, we have the following: 
Corollary 2. Let G be as in Theorem 1. Then relation cores for G decompose. 
It was already known that relation cores do not decompose for the other sym- 
metric and alternating groups. 
We can use Theorem 1 to obtain a bound for H’(A,,M) for all n. 
Corollary 3. Let G =A,,, n 2 5. Let f =f(n) be the largest prime f such that f 5 
n - 2. If Mis a FG-module for a finite field F, then dim H’(G, M) I (dim M)/(f - 1). 
We remark that for M absolutely irreducible we know of no examples when 
dim H’(G,M) >2. The classification of finite simple groups is used in one very 
special case: G = A, or Sp with p a Fermat prime and q = 2. 
2. Proof of the Theorem 
If H is a group and M is an H-module, let Der(H, M) denote the group of deriva- 
tions of H into M. If KI H, let DerK(H,M) = {SE Der(H,M) 16(K) = O}. Let MH 
denote the H fixed points on M and [H, M] the commutator space. Fix a finite field 
F of characteristic q. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a finite group and M an FG-module. Assume G = (S, T > with 
VlSfl T. Then 
dim Der(G,M) 5 dim Der.(S,M)+ dim Der(T,M). 
Proof. Let rs : Der(G,M) -+ Der(S,M) and r T: Der(G,M) + Der(T,M) be the 
restriction maps. Since G = (S, T), ker rT n ker r, = 0. Moreover, rs(ker ry) I 
Der#,M) since VI T. Thus dim ker r,sdim Der.(S,M), and so dim Der(G,M)l 
dimDer(T,M)+dimkerr,~dimDer(T,M)+dimDer,(S,M). 0 
Lemma 5. Assume S = PV where Pa S, P is a q’-group, and V is cyclic. Let M be 
an FS-module. 
(a) dim Der (S, M) I dim M. 
(b) Der .(S, M) E [P, M] “. 
Proof. (a) Since P is a q’-group, M=MP@ [P,M] as an S-module. Moreover, 
since P is a q’-group, Der(P,MP)=O. Thus Der(S,MP)=Der(V,MP). Set N= 
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[P, M]. Since [P, N] = N, Pa S, and P is a q/-group, every derivation of N is in- 
ner. Thus Der(S, N) = N. Thus 
(*) Der(S,M) g Der(V,MP)@ [P,M]. 
Since V is cyclic, dim Der(K Mp) <dim MP and (a) holds. 
(b) By (*), we have 
Der,(S,M) = Derv(l/MMP)@Der,(S,N). 
The first term is 0. As remarked above, Der(S,N) consists of inner derivations. 
Thus DerV(S,N) consists of those inner derivations which vanish on I/ Thus 
Der,(S,N)=NNV. 0 
Proposition 6. Let G =A,, or S,, n =p or p+ 1, pr 5 prime. Let PE Syl,(G), and 
set S = No(P) = PV where V is cyclic of order d. Then 
dim H’(G, M) 5 (l/d)dim [P, M] 
for any nontrivial irreducible FG-module M with qzp. 
Proof. We will produce a subgroup T of G satisfying 
(i) TZ V, 
(ii) G= (S, T), and 
(iii) T=EV with E4 T and E a q’-group. 
Assuming (i), (ii), and (iii), it follows by Lemma 4 that 
dim Der(G, M) I dim Der,(S, M) + dim Der(T, M). 
By Lemma 5, dim Der (T, M) I dim M, whence dim H’ (G, M) I dim Der v (S, M) = 
dim [P, M] “. Since V freely permutes the nontrivial eigenspaces of P, it follows that 
[P, M] is a free FV-module. Thus dim [P, M] “= (1 /d)dim [P, M]. 
So it suffices to exhibit T satisfying (i)-(iii). If n = p + 1, let g E S, be a trans- 
position centralizing K Set T=Sgr Vg= I/ Clearly (i) and (iii) are satisfied. Since 
(S,g) is a doubly transitive group containing a transposition, (S,g) = S,. Since 
(S,Sp>q(S,g), it follows that (S,Sg) =G, as desired. If n= 5, this argument is 
still valid except that we choose g to normalize V. 
Next consider G=A, or S,, p>5. We consider several cases. 
Case 1. q#2,5#p=l mod4. Then I/permutes X=(Q,,...,Q,} where IQ;1 =4 
and Qjfl Qj is empty for i#j. Let Ej be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the alternating 
group on 52;) and set E = El ...Et. Let T=EV. Clearly, T satisfies (i) and (iii). Since 
(S, T) is primitive and contains E,, it follows (see [9, Theorem 13.51) that (S, T) L 
A,, and so G = (S, T). 
Case 2. q # 2,p= 3 mod 4. Then V permutes a collection of disjoint subsets of 
size 2. Let D be a maximal elementary abelian 2-group with those sets as orbits. Set 
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E = D r? A,. Then V normalizes D and E, and [r/; E] <II. Clearly (i) and (iii) hold. 
Let g be a transposition in D. Since p = 3 mod 4, there exists h E C,(V) with hg E E. 
Thus (S, r> 2 (S, Shg) = (S, Sg) ?A,, as in the argument above. Hence G = (S, T). 
Case 3. q= 2,p not a Fermat prime. Then there exists an odd prime 1 with p= 1 
mod 1. As above, V will normalize an elementary abelian I-group E which contains 
an I-cycle. Set T=EV Then T satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). Use [9, Theorem 13.51 to 
verify (ii). 
Case 4. q = 2,5 <p a Fermat prime. Here we must invoke the classification of 
finite simple groups in the guise of Proposition 7 to conclude that S is maximal in 
G. So choose gENo(V) with g@S. Then G=(S, T) with T=Sgz K 0 
We state the next result more generally than we need. Note that this answers a 
question of Wielandt (see [7, 21.7a]) on subgroups of S, containing the normalizer 
of a Sylow p-subgroup. 
Proposition 7. Let p 2 5 be prime. Let G = Sr or A, with P a Sylow p-subgroup of 
G. Then N= No(P) is maximal in G unless G = A,, and 
(i) p=ll with N<HzM,, or PSL,(ll), or 
(ii) p=23 with N<H=MM,,, or 
(iii) p=7 with N<H=L,(2). 
Proof. Suppose H is a maximal subgroup of G properly containing N. Then it 
follows easily that His not solvable and H= No(L), where L is a nonabelian simple 
group. Clearly L acts transitively whence it follows (cf. [5, Theorem 11) that one of 
the following holds: 
(a) L =A,,, 
(b) L = PSL,(q) and p = (q” - l)/(q - l), 
(c) L=PSL,(ll) or MI, andp=ll, or 
(d) L =Mz3 and p=23. 
Since L 5 H, case (a) cannot hold. In cases (c) and (d), we observe that L is its 
own normalizer in S,, whence G = A, and (i) or (ii) holds. In case (b), H= No(L) I 
PlI,(q) (the group of projective semilinear automorphisms). Hence IN,(P) : PI I 
and where d = gcd(q - 1, n) and q = r“, r prime. We see thus that H cannot contain 
N (unless p= 5, n = 2 and q= 4 whence L =A, or (iii) holds), and the result fol- 
lows. 0 
Note that if p= 1 mod 4 or G=S,, it follows by [l, pp. 432,230] that L is triply 
transitive, whence case (b) is obviously eliminated for n > 2. 
Proposition 8. Let G = A,,, n =p + 2,5 <p prime. Let PE SylJG), and set S = 
No(P) = PV, where V is cyclic of order d =p - 1. Then 
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dimH’(G,M) 5 (l/&dim [P,M] 
for any irreducible FG-module M with q # p. 
Proof. First consider the case q # 3. Now V has orbits of size p - 1, 1, and 2. Thus 
V normalizes E = (g) where g is a 3-cycle. Set T= EV. Clearly, (S, T) is transitive, 
and since it contains a p-cycle, it must be primitive. Since it contains a 3-cycle, it 
follows from [9, Theorem 13.31 that (S, T) ?A, and so G= (S, T). Thus as in the 
proof of Proposition 6, the result follows. 
Finally consider q= 3 (although this argument is valid for qr 3). Set H=S,< 
A P+2. Note HzS. Let res : Der(G,M) + Der(H,M) be the restriction map. If res is 
injective, then dim H’(G, M) 5 dim H’(H, M) 5 (1 /d)dim [P, M] by Proposition 6. 
(Note Proposition 6 is only stated for nontrivial irreducible FG-modules. Since 
q#2, the inequality is also valid for the trivial module and by considering short 
exact ‘sequences, we see that the inequality holds for all finite dimensional FG- 
modules.) Otherwise DH#O, where D= Der(G,M) is an FG-module. By Frobenuis 
reciprocity, this implies Hom,(Zz,D) #0, where ZH is the trivial FH-module. 
Since M is the unique minimal FG-submodule of D, this implies M is a composition 
factor of Zz= W. 
We follow the notation in [8]. By [8, Theorem 12.11 and dimension, it follows 
that the composition factors of Ware Id, D(n-l,l), D@-*,*), and Z,. Thus it suffices 
to assume M=D(“-“‘)or O(“-*‘*). It is well known (cf. [6, Proposition 2.61) that for 
M= D’“- ‘, ‘) we have H’(G, M) = 0 unless n = 0 mod 3 in which case dim H’(G, M) = 1 
(as n # 6). Moreover, dim M= n - 2 =p and dim [P,M] =p - 1, whence the result 
holds So assume A4=D(“-*‘*). If n =O mod 3, then by the Nakayama conjecture 
(cf. 18, 21 .ll]) it follows that M is not in the principal block, and so H’(G,M) = 0. 
Similarly, by the Nakayama conjecture if n E 1 mod 3, then W=D’“PIS1)@ U, where 
the indecomposable module U has composition factors Zo, A4, Zo. Thus H’(G, U) = 
H’(G, W) f H’(H, ZH) = 0 by Shapiro’s Lemma. Using the long exact sequence for 
cohomology and noticing that for n # 7, H*(G, Zo) = 0, we see that dim H’(G, M) = 1. 
Moreover, dim [P, M] = dim [P, U] = dim U- dim C,(P) = dim U- (p - 3)/2 zp - 1. 
Similarly, if R = 7, dim H’(G,M) = 2 and dim [P, U] = dim [P,M] = 12. 0 
3. The corollaries 
Proof of Corollary 2. By [4, Section 41, Corollary 2 follows from the inequality 
dim H’(G, M) I dim oM- dim uMP (1) 
where G=A,, Ap+i, Ap+2, S, or Sp+,, P- > 5 is prime, A4 is a nontrivial irreducible 
FG-module with char F= qfp, S =No(P) = PV and u = C {g 1 g E V} E FG. Now 
since M= [P, M] @ MP (as p Zq) as FV-modules, dim oM- dim uMP = dim u [P, M]. 
As we remarked earlier, [P, M] is a free FV-module, whence u [P, M] = [P, M] ’ and 
dim u [P, M] = (l/d)dim [P, M]. Thus (1) follows from Theorem 1. 0 
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Proof of Corollary 3. It suffices to assume M is irreducible and nontrivial. Induct 
on n. If n = 5 or 6, this follows by inspection. If n =J+ 2, the result follows by 
Theorem 1 unless F has characteristic p =f. If F has characteristic p and n =p f 2, 
then G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, whence dim H’(G,M)s 1 (cf. [6, Proposi- 
tion 2.51). Since the smallest FG-module has dimension p+ 1, the inequality holds. 
If n >f+ 2, then by induction dim H’(A,_ t,M) 5 (dimA4)/(f- 1). So we are 
done unless res : H’(A,, M) --) H’(A,_ ,, M) is not injective. As in [6], res not in- 
jective implies M is the nontrivial irreducible composition factor of I$‘,, whence 
dimH’(A,,M)sl and dimMrn-2>f. (Note thatf(n)/n-+l as n-tm.) 0 
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